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News Letter Aims
The aims of the news letter’s are primarily to give an interesting and
informative read: as well as reports of past and notice of future events that are
connected to paganism in some way, and where ever possible, include
photographs; book reviews; comments on and magic in general; humour and
various types of quizzes; art work and poems etc. We aim to produce a quarterly
news letter to coincide with the festivals associated with the two Solstice festivals
of winter and summer and the two Equinox festivals of autumn and spring. In
order to have any type of editorial published in the news letter they must be type
written and received preferably more than two weeks prior to the publishing
date and certainly no later than one week before the publishing date. We will not
publish anything sent to us anonymously but we will undertake to protect the
identity of the contributor as far as is possible if asked, and unless the article is
accompanied with a SAE it and any photos will not be returned; it’s best to send
good quality copies via attachments to emails.
Articles can be sent using e-mail to:
rainbirdw@hotmail.com

Disclaimers
The editor wishes to point out that the views expressed within the
articles in this news letter are not necessarily the views held by the editor. All
articles, photos, pictures and any other contributions etc remain the intellectual
and artistic property of the various contributors and are printed with their
permission and as far as they are aware no intentional infringement of copyright.
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The Runes of Andred.
The word 'rune' is used by witches in two senses, firstly as a rhyme which
is recited or chanted during a ritual, secondly as a letter of a magical alphabet
which is named after the Goddess Andred, who was worshipped in the area of
the great forest called Coed Andred by the ancient British, and Andredsweald by
the Saxons. Parts of this forest still
remain in the southern counties of
England, particularly in Sussex
which is where this alphabet
originated from by a coven. It was
once of great extent, stretching from
Hampshire to Kent.
The significance of a magical
alphabet is that it compels the writer
to concentrate more deeply on what
they are writing, because they have
to express it in an unfamiliar and
strange looking script. It should
always be written in two rows of
thirteen in your Book of Shadows so they connect with the magic of the witches
number thirteen and the 'twin pillars' the power of male and female.
To use the runes for spell working use red ink (the colour of life) and a
clean piece of paper or parchment. Use the waxing moon for wishing for
something and the waning moon for banishing, and start by drawing a sigil of
the phase of the moon first, and when done keep you spell secretly in a box or
draw on its own or just with some appropriate incense or herbs.
Keep for a lunar month and then burn, if your wish hasn't come about then
repeat, but tell or show no-one!
Each spell should be for one wish only.
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The Runes of Andred, like other magical alphabets can be used to decorate
ritual objects aswell or a name of a god or goddess, your name or magical motto
etc.
Stephanie von Hidegh-Pichler.
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To make things a bit clearer I have included some clipart
representations of the ‘Runes of Andred’ made by
back in 2008.

Rainbird
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An introduction to the Goddess Elen

Who is Elen? It is fair to say that there is little written information available
about Elen as a Goddess and what there is, is full of fragile connection and
contradiction. If you Google The Goddess Elen you will come upon a two part
article by Caroline Wise. She mentions many of the stories that I will touch upon
and if you want to know more about her research and a number of versions of
Elen, its worth a read. She has a long awaited book coming out soon - although
she said that 3 years ago!
The first ‘Elen’ I would like to introduce you to is the one who appears in
the tale ‘The Dream of Mascen Wledid’ in the Mabigonion, a collection of Welsh
myths, whose character is based on the Roman Emperor Maximus.
In short, Mascen is out hunting, he gets tired in the heat of the sun at noon
so a tent is prepared and he sleeps. Mascen dreams a wonderful dream. He
dreams of undertaking an epic journey, where he travels across mighty rivers,
mountains and valleys, until he crosses a sea and eventually comes to a red-gold
castle. In the castle he finds two auburn haired youths playing chess, and an old
king whittling chess pieces. On a red-gold throne sits a woman. She is the most
beautiful woman Mascen has ever seen. She is Elen.
Mascen awakes and pines for the woman of his dream. He sends men out
on a quest to find her, which they do, in Wales, the land of red gold. They tell her
that the Emperor wants her, and Elen says that if the Emperor wants her that
badly, he can come and get her himself.
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On hearing this, Mascen sets off and after many adventures, he finds her
and she agrees to become his Bride.
Elen is remembered for having Macsen build roads across her country so
that the soldiers could more easily defend it from attackers, thus earning her the
name Elen of the Hosts or Elen of the ways. Since many characters in these tales
are thought to be Christianized reflections of older deities, it has been suggested
that Elen reflects a tradition of Goddesses of sovereignty. Elen's roads are more
than Roman roads, they are echoes of ancient pathways and memories of the Old
straight tracks. Elen or Saint Helen is acknowledged as the patron saint of British
road builders and the protectress of travelers. You can walk
along her physical roads. Sarn Elen/Helen, a network,
which goes form Caernarfon, believed to be the site of
Elen’s castle or the Empress Helena, into South Wales.
Being on her highway can be a magical experience, as
you are poised in that numinous borderland where magic, myth, and history
meet. I have been lucky enough to have walked on this
path although at that time I did not know of Elen and I
put my experience down to the Fairies! Interestingly,
in Welsh folklore it is said that Elen was an elemental
spirit rather than a deity, who ruled over the energies
of nature. She was also
traditionally seen as the leader of the Ellies
(fairies), a name probably derived from the Welsh
‘Ellyl’, or Elf. She was also a spirit of the track
ways. Some suggest the ‘Elves’ were pre-Celtic
people and that Elen may have been their Goddess.
In some parts of Wales the Fey are still known as
Elle Folk.
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Now, closer to home, it was Harold Bayley in his book ‘The Lost Language
of London’ who brought the archetype of Elen back to public consciousness. His
particular claim was that Elen was the patron goddess of London (based on the
importance of Helen in London legend and the prominence of the Priory and
Church of St Helen in its early Christian history). Something quite
possible given that London originally belonged to the
Trinovantes tribe, who seem to have revered Elen (if the naming
of the daughter of Trinovantian King Cole is anything to go by).
Bayley claimed the very name of London was derived from Elen.
Elen’s Don. He also assumed without question that the Helen of
Northern Europe (Nehalennia) was derived from the ‘Helen of
the Tree’ of the Mediterranean. Describing the latter as originally one of the most
‘primeval forces in nature’, a wilder form of Artemis or Diana, represented as
antlered and standing by a tree with a hunting dog. An
identification which leads to the suspicion that the
Roman temple of Artemis, built where St Paul’s
Cathedral now stands (evidenced by the Cathedral’s
older surroundings being referred to as the ‘precincts of
Diana’ in church records, and the
original church of St Paul itself still
being the site of deer sacrifice and
hunting ritual in medieval times, a ‘voodoo’ aspect of some
sections of the early Christian Church), was actually
originally built on the site of a shrine to
Elen in her antlered form. Also, close to
Colchester were found two antlered
female figurines, dating to the Iron Age.
The Colchester Borough arms represent Elen in her
guise as St Helena who supposedly found the cross that
Christ was sacrificed on, mother of Constantine.
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Now I want to go back to the idea of Elen as an
Antlered Goddess. The translation Elain and Elen are linked
very heavily with deer in many proto Celtic languages. Now
Reindeer are the only species of deer where females have
antlers. In ancient times our ancestors here in Britain also
followed the reindeer. Ancient bones including Reindeer
bone have been found in caves in Sutherland, Scotland.
Today, Cairngorm in Scotland have free roaming heards of Reindeer and the
Trevarno Estate in Cornwall has a heard in their grounds and both have had
successful breeding programmes so the Reindeer are back
after thousands of years and are not just for Christmas! I
think it’s also a good connection to other Reindeer
Goddesses such as those of the Sami people. Reindeer
paths were some of the earliest trackways and humans have
followed reindeer, working with them for meat, shelter,
clothing, milk and dung to fuel fires, for millennia. The
Sami people still do.
Another possible connection to reindeer is Elen’s Shamanic side.
Elen with her pathways and networks and
journeying link nicely to shamanic flight. The
shamanic peoples of Scandinavia, the territories of
modern day reindeer have an interesting practice…
In these regions also grows the hallucinogenic fly
agaric mushrooms, toxic to humans but not to the
reindeer. Apparently the urine of the reindeer
contains the halluginogens of the fly agaric, but not the toxins and the shaman
could drink this to embark on their journeying!
Elen is again linked as a guardian to the astral trackways - the leylines.
These ancient trackways are what Alfred Watkins saw and made famous in his
book The Old Straight Track. He said “…imagine a fairy chain stretched from
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mountain peak to mountain peak, as far as the eye could reach …” . Spirit Ways
they call them in other places, Song Lines in
Australia, the Wyrd in the Nordic tradition. In
Wales they are called Sarn Elens (yes, the same
name as her physical network of roads). These
magical networks carry spirit, energy, life-force;
they connect wisdom sources – often springs and
wells in Britain which are also sacred to Elen or her
Christianized form of Saint Helen. They carry information. They are within the
body of the Earth … and they are also within our own bodies too. Elen Sentier
who introduces herself as a British native shaman from a family of cunning folk
has been working on a Celtic chakra system that is influenced by the Goddess
Elen.
And just to add a couple more, I have found an ‘Elen - Anglo-Saxon seagoddess, particularly focused as a protectress of seafarers
and sailors. Helen of Troy has been linked to Elen also.
One unsourced folk tradition associates Elen with St
Pancras describing her as: “A fey and shy creature,
antlers on her head and dressed in a leafy garb, her
faithful dog always by her side, who was, according to
legend, sometimes seen wandering in the ancient woodland where St Pancras
station is now situated.” (Whether this connects with the Boudicca legend at
Kings Cross is not stated). Today Elen survives even in New Age Christian
circles as an ‘angel of light’, usually associated with Niagara Falls! Curiously
described as being formerly ‘the Goddess Elen, an ancient Celtic solar light
Goddess of holy wells, spirit within the land, and energy matrix light tracks’. In
complete contrast it is said that members of the Church of Satan invoke her to
adversely affect dreams! And on that note, I will leave the possible Legends of
Elen. When I did at talk at our Moot further possible Elen stories were suggested
– the Irish Oona for one. But for now I shall move on to the connections with
Deer spirit.
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I personally don’t think that Elen has to be specifically a Reindeer Goddess.
Antlers are the defining feature of deer and the best way to make something look
deer-like is to add antlers, whether that representation be stag or doe. I also
think it leads Elen perfectly to her consort the Stag Lord of the Forest, for I see
my Elen as the Green Lady. Lisa 2012

Exploring Elen through Deer medicine…
Deer's medicine includes gentleness in word, thought
and touch, ability to listen, grace and appreciation for the
beauty of balance, understanding of what's necessary for
survival, power of gratitude and giving, ability to sacrifice for
the higher good, connection to the woodland spirits,
alternative paths to a goal. Deer blend very well with their
environment but are very sensitive to every sound or movement. They are
intuitive, often appearing to have well developed, even extrasensory
perceptions. There are no shadows about deer; no ulterior motives; no hidden
agendas; no lies or misrepresentations, and it is not possible for deer to
knowingly hurt anyone or anything making others feel safe and not threatened.
Deer works very well with children because of their innocence. Deer carries a
strong message, but with a gentle touch. Its determination to do its work is not
destructive, but a quiet and powerful path toward completion of the task it has
been given. The Deer have so much to teach us: about grace, strength, agility,
intuitive spirit, and supreme adaptability. Deer can live
almost anywhere! Deer is tenderness woven with attuned
power, deep listening, and quick instincts. For me, the idea of
seeing Elen in terms of her deer like qualities goes beyond the
antlers and deep into her being. She is gentle, she is present
but she is not in your face, she will guide you but not demand
change for she loves you as you are. Whilst Elen for me has these gentle
qualities I am beginning to find a darker side to her too. I’ll keep you posted with
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my findings. The main thing that I believe is that Elen needs to be heartfelt. You
won’t find her in books although they can inspire you. You have to look to see
her, journey to meet her, be still and patient as you would if you were waiting to
see the deer in the forest. Then once you see her, in my experience, you will see
her everywhere. Go out in nature, go on a poetry walk, watch a sunset or sunrise
– you will see her or feel her watching you.
Although I know that Elen has been with me since my childhood I didn’t
have a name for her until I met Sam Marks at the Leaping Hare gathering in
Colchester a few years ago. This is Sam’s introduction to Elen –
Elen is part of all those who dwell in ‘Albion’ (the oldest known name of
the island of Great Britain. Today, it is used poetically to refer to the United
Kingdom. It is the basis of the Scottish Gaelic name for Scotland, Alba.) Elen
has very ancient roots, a guardian of the land, the Queen of ancient Albion. She
is an enigmatic deity associated with ancient byways, crossroads, sacred
springs and waterfalls. She is a Goddess of the woods, forests, sacred groves; of
all wild creatures (especially the Deer and Reindeer). Elen is the mother to
Elemental beings. Elen is aspected with fire and solar imagery, ‘Ellen of the
Maiden fire’, the ‘light of the land’, Her name means light. Elen is a deity of the
‘between times’ of dawn and dusk. The lady of new beginnings. And for those
reasons She shares many attributes with Irelands
Brighid. She has the female association with water and
holds the knowledge of ley lines, the energies of the land,
the matrix of the power within the earth. Another reason
for Her links with roads and byways. Her attributes are
many, earth mother, ruler of the web of the wryd, keeper
of fate and destinies, She is the knowledge of the land,
She is its body, blood and spirit.
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To end, here is Sam’s invocation to Elen
Hail Elen of the maiden Fire
Whose name means light
Dweller in the heart of the Rose
Mistress of the crossroads
Lady of the highways
We call you,
Hear our prayers
We walk with you in Love,
We walk with you in Joy,
We walk with you in Peace
Deer ones - Blessed be
More of Sams work can be found at www.theantleredroad.co.uk/

Lisa 2012

Horns of Power From Orchard Lea
This is the blurb I wrote about the book Horns of Power. I don't know if
you want to use it for your newsletter. Apparently, the book is still available. I
got mine either free or very cheap in a deal for my Kindle a few months ago.
There is a chapter about Elen right at the end - I had read that some time
ago and had forgotten it! Such is the ageing process.
Published by Avalonia 2008
This is a collection of essays, experiences and poems from 24
contributors on the subject of horned gods and goddesses from
early civilisations and cultures around the world. Cernunnos
features in several, as you would expect. There is even a de13

Disney-fying of unicorns: much needed, in my opinion. ‘Horn at Dawn’ is an
atmospheric account of being present at the deer rut in the grounds of
Helmingham Hall by our local lad, Rhys Chisnall.
The book is described by the editor as a
cornucopia (very apt), of knowledge and
experiences. Much will be familiar to Pagans,
but it may be useful as an introduction to
‘newcomers’ as a sort of overview of horned
deities.
Each contributor has supplied a
bibliography at the end of their piece and a
short biographical sketch of themselves.

List of contents
The Witch God Cernunnos
Herne: The Royal Hunter
Hero Lord of Annwfn
Pan: The Hidden All
Veles in Slavic Myth
Romano-Celtic Horns
The Horned Serpent
Battle of the Bulls
Puck: Forgotten Devil God?
The Potter from the Nile
Horns from Egypt
Horn of the Unicorn
Horn at Dawn
The Song of Amergin
Light in the Earth
The Horned One Rises
My Bearded Man
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Sorita d’Este
Hortus St Michael
Gareth Gerrard
David Rankine
Kim Huggens
Zachary Yardley
Frater Nechesh
Dafydd ap Bran
Beth Raven
Sorita d’Este
Phil Lightwood-Jones
Janet Nancy James
Rhys Chisnall
Irish text
John Canard
Peter J Jaynes
Thea Faye

A Small Mouse
Encounters in the Woods
A Quest for Horns
Dancing with Bulls
Journey with Gwynn ap Nudd
Hymn to Amon-Ra
Journey to the Mound
The Fire Horns
In Pursuit of Elen

Magin Rose
Harry Barron
Stephen Blake
Zagreus
Gareth Gerrard
Ancient Egyptian
Guilia Liani
Lupus
Jenny Sumaya

HONEY & CINNAMON
As we are coming into the season of sniffles,
colds, coughs and ‘flu, now is the time to stock up on
herbal and alchemical preparations to help protect and
treat the symptoms of sore throat, cough, bunged up or
runny nose and chest constriction. It’s all too easy to go
to the chemist and buy all sorts of medicines and
tablets to control and cure the
distressing symptoms. But we have a
store-cupboard of more natural remedies, which are pleasant,
which you cannot ‘overdose’ on, which have no side effects,
and do not cost a mini-mortgage for a packet of 16 pills! At the
vanguard of beneficial combinations is the use of two magical
ingredients - honey and cinnamon .
Honey is the world’s first sweetener, an ancient sacred
substance used not just for food, but given divine status and used for magical
and ritual purposes too. The Egyptians thought that the tears of the great God Ra
turned into honeybees. Honey was the favoured offering to another Egyptian
God, Min, who was usually portrayed with the most enormous erection, and
was, not surprisingly, associated with fertility. The Greeks used it as an elixir of
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youth – “dew distilled from the stars and the rainbow”. The Romans believed it
endowed those who ate it with eloquence and the gift of poetry, as well as good
health and longevity. They prepared a special celebratory drink of
honey, milk and poppy juice, which induced euphoria, happiness
and optimism Throughout Europe, honey was made into Mead
(YAY!). The linguistic root for Mead, medhu’ in Indo-European
languages encompasses a range of sweet, intoxicating ferments –
fermented honey could be one of the oldest forms of alcohol
known to man. An ancient Norse poem, Runatal, tells how Odin
“…got a drink of the precious mead / poured from Odrerir. / Then I
began to quicken and to be wise / and to grow and to prosper…..” So
honey makes you healthy, wealthy and wise!!
As well as the ‘food of the Gods’, honey was
and still is, used for its restorative and curative
powers. It is a recognized immediate source of
usable sugar, far different and far superior to
refined white sugar, either cane or beet. It contains
high levels of fructose, dextrose which contains
glucose – blood sugar - and a small percentage of
other complex sugars, acids, vitamins and minerals
including iron. Regular consumption of honey can
strengthen the immune system. It is naturally anti-bacterial, anti-viral and antibiotic, and as it is not itself attacked by moulds, yeasts, bacteria, etc., it will not
go mouldy – as it ages it merely crystallizes. A 3,000 year old jar of honey, sealed
with bees-wax, was found when an Ancient Egyptian tomb was opened, and it
was still in perfect condition!! So much for ‘sell-by’ dates!! The Ancient Egyptians
were keen bee-keepers, building hives and using the preservative qualities of
honey, both as a food ingredient, and medically in unguents and potions, as well
as in rituals and ceremonial burials.
As an effective cicatrissant, it is still used today, applied topically as an
healing ungent to restore infected, inflamed skin, and treat intractable leg-ulcers
in diabetic patients whose healing facilities are impaired (much of the body’s
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healing energy comes from carbohydrates – a ‘no-no’ in many diabetic diets).
Used on burns and deep wounds, it provides an air-tight ‘lid’ that also helps to
reduce scarring. Honey is a premier soother for coughs and sore throats, as it
has demulcent properties which soothe inflamed membranes.
Cinnamon is one of the oldest recorded spices, mentioned in both the
Torah and the Bible. The mythical Phoenix collected cinnamon, myrrh and
spikenard (a type of lavender) to create the magical fire in which he was reborn.
It has been used by many ancient civilizations to help alleviate many symptoms.
The Ancient Egyptians used the oil for foot problems as well as a remedy for
excess bile. It was used as an offering to the Deities, and carried in sacred
processions. The Chinese saw it as a normaliser for liver temperature –
(responsible for anger!) – And also for excessive gas. The Romans included it as
part of their famous perfume ‘Susinum’, prized for its ability to elevate the
spirits, and for its aphrodisiac properties. In Europe, it was used as an ingredient
in mulled wine, in love potions, and as a
sedative for women in labour. It is more
commonly used now as a culinary spice.
Cinnamon is warming and stimulating,
and warms up the extremities by
strengthening the blood circulation. It Is antiseptic,
anti-viral,
digestive
and
carminative(anti-flatulence) and sudorific, so will promote
the sweating which may well help to ‘break’ a fever.
The combination of honey and cinnamon provides a
very effective tool for dealing with infections, and alleviating
symptoms. To create a honey/cinnamon infusion, remove
some honey from a jar, pack several cinnamon sticks into the
honey, top up with some of the honey previously removed,
and lid tightly. The jar now needs to be warmed, but not
boiled nor microwaved as it will kill the useful enzymes in the honey. This can
be done by boiling a saucepanful of water, and sitting the jar into it until the
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water has cooled, or my way, which is to sit the jar at the back of the Aga. Using
the alchemical process, you can also leave the jar on a window-sill “….under the
influence of bright sunbeams….” for four or five days – provided of course that
you can actually find any sunbeams!! The idea is that the warmth of the honey
extracts the essential oils from the sticks, which you need not remove until every
scrap of honey has been used. They make gorgeous ’swizzle-sticks’ in hot milk,
hot chocolate, or for the following recipes for Spice Cup, and Cinnamon and
Apple Tea..
Cinnamon powder,(freshly purchased from any grocery or health shop
(rather than using up the skanky ten-year old jar lurking at the back of the
cupboard !) can also be used. This is good sprinkled onto Greek Yogurt with a
drizzle of honey and chopped banana.
A large spoonful of Honey &
Cinnamon infusion on your porridge is
delicious (porridge is also demulcent), or
stirred into hot milk, or into hot water
with an added dash of pure lemon juice
are all pleasant ways of soothing coughs
and colds - my children called this ‘Pooh
Medicine’! A tablespoonful of honey,
with a quarter-teaspoon of cinnamon
powder, eaten daily for three days will reduce most chronic coughs, help relieve
cold symptoms, and clear the sinuses – it is quite strong-tasting, though. Or try a
Spice Cup. Pour 2fl.oz rum, brandy or whisky into a mug or heat-proof class (or
more if you are feeling REALLY poorly!!). Add 1 tablespoonful of lemon juice, 1
tablespoonful of honey, and three cloves. Top up with boiling water. Stir with a
cinnamon stick until everything is nicely blended – even inhaling it makes you
feel better! For adults only, though! Cinnamon and Apple Tea is also soothing –
stew 2 apples, a stick of cinnamon and a dessertspoonful of honey in half-a-pint
of water until the apple is soft and pulpy. Strain through a fineseive, and serve as
hot as possible.
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Daily consumption of honey with cinnamon will strengthen the white
corpuscles that fight bacterial and viral diseases, and will quicken and enliven
the physiological functions of the body and thus increase the vitality of a body
weakened by illness.
The honey/cinnamon combination has other benefits to offer, too. Various
research studies from around the world have found it beneficial in the treatment
of patients with heart disease, arthritis, skin infections,
obesity, hearing loss, extreme fatigue, even some forms of
cancer.
A paste of honey and cinnamon powder, eaten
regularly for breakfast on bread like jam, has been found to
reduce cholesterol, revitalize veins and arteries and
strengthen heart-beat, and relieve shortness of breath.
Two tablespoons of cinnamon powder and one
teaspoon of honey in a glass of luke-warm water will
destroy germs in the bladder, and so help to control
bladder infections. The down-side is the bitter taste and ‘grittiness’ of these
largish quantities of cinnamon powder – think Beecham’s Powders with a
sprinkling of sand!
Honey and cinnamon alleviates stomach-ache, and helps to soothe and
heal stomach ulcers, as well as controlling diarrhoea, relieving indigestion and
flatulence, and stabilising nausea. A gargle of one teaspoonful each of honey and
cinnamon powder mixed in hot water will cleanse the mouth and palate and
freshen the breath.
So between them, Honey and Cinnamon present a formidable array of
helpful properties, and present an important component of the medicine chest
during the cold, damp months. And in the depths of Winter, it is wonderful lift
to the spirits to be reminded of the height of Summer – the Mead Moon!
Lillycrow 2012
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The Winter Solstice is what I call the ‘Beginning of the End’ some refer
to this time of the year as ‘The Yoke of the Year’ as at the point of Solstice Eve time
is finely balanced. It’s neither this year or next year, it’s in-between. This is the
time to celebrate the turning of the year; the rebirth of the goddess and her son.
It’s also the rebirth of hope. Maybe this year will be better, easier and golden
with good harvests.

Solstice Queen.
Farewell old crone, Mother of all,
As down to the underworld you slowly crawl.
Gone is your beauty that lights up the night,
With moon frosted halo silvery bright.
Die as you must, as you are reborn,
Virginal, young and flushed with the dawn.
Now is the time for your power to grow,
And once again for your beauty to show.
Fresh from rebirth with your son at your breast,
Calm, serene, completely at rest.
Then calling us all once more to the dance,
As yet again the seasons advance.
Virgin Mother with stars in your hair,
Bless us and keep us free from all care.
In honour and joy let us sing your praise,
From seashore to mountain, and green forest ways.

Rainbird )O(

I have taken the liberty of including one of my poems (See above)
written in praise of the Mother Goddess, a very important deity, especially at
this time of the year; she is sometimes given the title of the Mothers. She is a
triple Goddess, and she is found all over Europe. Traces of the mother can be
found in the mythology of the Morrigahn of Ireland, and the Mamau of the
Welsh and British Celts. They roughly correspond to the three ages of Woman.
The Maid: the Mother and the Crone or Wise One. Three is a very powerful
number, even the Christians used it, but instead of a Matriarch system, they
chose a Patriarch system; The Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost.
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The festival of the Winter Solstice is a solar
festival therefore one of the so called lesser festivals
and falls on or about the Eve of the 21st of December, if
you go by today’s calendar, but as this is a solar
festival it is dependent upon the position of the Sun.
Some say it should be celebrated when the Sun
enters the constellation of Capricorn and the night is at
its longest. Whether it’s when the Sun enters Capricorn
or not, it is when the night is at its longest and the Sun
is at its weakest.
The Welsh call this night “Alban Arthan” not to
be confused with King Arthur, it means ‘Bright Bear’. Despite the title the Welsh
gave it, this is a time of darkness; a time when the night is at its longest. This is a
time for remembering people, for telling stories and for meditation. The days
and weeks leading up to the Winter Solstice, or Yuletide if you like; is a time for
travelling home, returning to be with the family, especially the mother, as she is
representative of the Earth Mother at this time of the year. It’s also a time of
waiting; waiting for signs of the rebirth of the Year, the Goddess and her Son.
From the Autumn equinox onward the nights have slowly grown longer as
the Earth Mother takes on the last of her three aspects, that of the reaper of souls;
the Queen of the underworld; some would say of Hell, and at Samhain to
eventually ascend the throne of the ‘Otherworld’ or
the ‘Summerland’ in the form of the old crone as she
helps the Holly King passage as he readies himself to
hand over his power to the Oak King. Yet
miraculously she is reborn again with the rising of
the Sun at the Winter Solstice in the first of her three
aspects, the Maid, she is pure and new, full of the
hope of life to come, future Queen of the Heavens,
Earth Mother of the world. Yet there is a paradox? It
was also believed that at the same time, however strange it may seem to us now,
that the Sun, the Earth Goddesses Son, sometimes called the Holly or Oak King,
more often called the ‘Divine Child’ would be reborn again at this time. Just as
we see in the virgin birth in the bible. Then as the days grow longer, slowly at
first almost unnoticed, both mother and child would grow and gain in strength.
Then as the days grew noticeably longer all doubt would be cast aside and
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everyone was certain that the Queen and her Son had been successfully reborn
along with the promise of the year and ‘Spring’ to come.
This has its origins in the death and resurrection theme that you will find
in almost all religions the world over, including the Christian religion. If we take
a closer look at some of the customs associated with the Winter Solstice and
Christmas, we see that there are many similarities in the practices carried out by
both the Pagans and Christians in both this country and in Europe at this time of
the year.
First and foremost for both Pagans and Christians alike the Winter Solstice
or Christmas was and still is a symbol of hope, peace and inner reflection; a time
when we traditionally make and resolve our plans for the coming year.
Secondly; both the Pagan and the Christian believe in the Mother, the
Pagans in the Earth Mother or Moon Goddess and the
Christians in Mary Mother of Jesus Christ. Both it could be
argued had virgin births
Both believe in the Son; the Christians in Jesus the Son of
God, and the Pagans; in Cern or ‘Cernunnos’ the Son of the
Goddess. I have given the Goddesses son the name of Cern or
Cernunnos yet in all truth, he would have been called by any
number of different names depending upon what part of the
country you came from. Yet
whatever the name; both were and are looked upon
as the ‘saviours of man’; Jesus on a spiritual level;
Cernunnos not just on a spiritual level but also on a
more practical day to day basis. As far as I can see,
the only fundamental difference between them both is
that Jesus was born once just over two thousand years
ago, where as Cernunnos is reborn every year at the
Winter Solstice along with the rebirth of the Earth
Mother thus reaffirming the love that the Goddess
and God have for the people, and of the peoples love
and belief in their Deities. Each ‘Son’ was attributed
with miraculous powers which were used for the
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benefit of the people and each ‘Son’ is sacrificed so that the people might survive
either spiritually and/or corporally.
While on the subject of miraculous powers, do you remember the passage
in the bible where Jesus turned water into wine? Well the Greek God ‘Dionysus’
made a habit of revealing himself as a God by changing water into wine too!
Perhaps Jesus did this as well or perhaps it was among the many other practices
the early Christians borrowed from the pagan religions.
The Christians also adopted or merged many of the pagan customs,
practises and tales into their ethos, changing them slightly to reflect the so called
ethical or Christian point of view.
Even Nicolai Tolstoy put forward what he called his seven points of
similarity between the Norse god Odin and the Christian son of god Jesus.
1.

Odin dies while hanging on the tree of Knowledge.
Jesus dies as he hangs on the cross of wood!

2.
Whilst hanging on the tree of Knowledge Odin is wounded with a
spear. As Jesus is hanging on the cross he is wounded by a Roman soldier with a
spear thrust to his side.
3.
Odin in order to gain the knowledge he requires, hangs on the tree
for nine nights; a multiple of three.
This is reflected in the three days between the death and resurrection
of Jesus.
4.
While hanging on the tree of knowledge Odin thirsted in his agony.
While hanging on the cross Jesus thirsted in his agony.
5.
Odin screamed at the moment of truth/death. While Jesus cried
aloud at the moment of death.
6.
Odin sacrificed himself to himself in order to gain the knowledge to
win the war. While Jesus laid down his life to absolve the sins of the people, of
his own accord.
7.
Both Odin and Jesus rose from the dead, both fortified with wisdom
which they communicated to the people and the gods.
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It’s no wonder that the Christian religion was so readily accepted by the
pagan Celts; to the Celts, Jesus seemed to be just another druid prince who
sacrificed himself for the good of the people.
Apart from all the various beliefs, similarities and coincidences that occur
between Christianity and the various pagan faiths, as I have said before, they
have also borrowed or merged many of the customs the
pagans kept at this time of the year. For instance
trimming up with Holly and Ivy, giving presents and
wishing each other good cheer and good luck for the
future, all these were borrowed from the customs
practised by pagans at this time of the year. This was
continued by the Christians at first for similar reasons,
but over the last five or six hundred years this practice
slowly changed.
Now people don’t really think about it; it’s just a nice way to brighten up
an otherwise drab home or church. The twelve days of Yuletide or Christmas
were when the early Druids waited for the signs and omens that told them the
Goddess and her son had been successfully reborn. This was
then Christianised and came to symbolise the Saint's feast days.
Twelfth Night is also supposed to be when the three Magi
or wise men that followed the star saw the baby Jesus for the first time. This
perhaps reflected the beliefs by the people of those days as they waited for the
Druids to confirm the birth of the Earth Mother and her Son, or perhaps it
reflects the custom of isolating the new mother and baby for a period of time
while she was considered spiritually unclean. It just depends on the point of
view you have.

Rainbird )O(
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AN ESSEX DITTY

How to cook a turkey

The horse and mare live thirty years

Step 1. Remove the turkey from the
refrigerator.

Without the aid of wine or beers;

Step 2. Take a drink of whiskey
Step 3. Place the turkey in the oven

The cow and sheep at fifteen die

Step 4. Take another drink of whisky

With nothing know of rum or rye.

Step 5. Turn oven the on

The dog at fourteen packs it in

Step 6. Take more whiskey of drink
Step 7. Set the degree at 375 oven

And never tastes of Scotch or Gin.

Step 8. Take a whisks of drinky

The modest, sober, bone-dry hen

Step 9. Turk the bastey

Lays eggs for years, and dies at ten.

Step 10. Whiskey another bottle of get

The cat in milk and water soaks

Step 11. Stick a turkey in the
thermometer

And then at twelve short years, it croaks.

Step 12. Glass yourself a pour of
whiskey

All animals are strictly dry:

Step 13. Bake the whiskey for 4 hours

They sinless live – and early die!

Step 14. Take the oven out of the turkey

But sinful, gin-full, rum-soaked men

Step 15. Floor the turkey up of the pick

Live on ‘til three score years and ten.

Step 16. Turk the carvey
Step 17. Hands blood wash off, place
Aid Bands on cuts

And some of us, the mighty few,
Stay pickled ‘til we’re ninety-two!

Step 18. Get you another scottle of
botch

Submitted by Merriemaid.

Step 19. Tet the sable and pour yourself
a glass of turkey
Step 20. Bless the saying, pass and eat
out
Cheers Catweasel )O(
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MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL……………..
I have never seen my face! I was shocked and
bemused when I realised that, although everyone in
the whole wide world could see me – I couldn’t!!
I
could easily see my reflection – but the reflected ‘me’
had my right side on its left, and my left side on its
right! So my reflection, and my perception of myself,
was of another being – nominally ‘me’, but with the
parameters of my contours reversed.
Like Alice in ‘Through the Looking Glass’, I
had often looked at the reflections of my rooms in the mirrors on the walls, and
had been intrigued by their appearance – familiar, but also alien and slightly
disconcerting. Sometimes, the reflected room looked more inviting than the one I
was standing in, and I felt an Alice-like compulsion to climb in and walk
amongst the strange/familiar furniture, opening the reversed cupboard doors
and reading the mirror-image book titles.
Mirrors reflect our world, but it’s a strange, disconcerting alien vision of
our reality – a different plane of existence. Perhaps that is why mirrors figure so
hugely in so much myth, superstition, and magic – they are portals to another
dimension, to another plane, to another existence.
The earliest reflections were probably those accidently seen in still water,
in rain-polished flat stone, or even in the eyes of a loved one – how joyous is that!
However, in primitive cultures, such images were approached with much awe
and caution as it was believed that the reflection was indeed an entity in its own
right, with the power to reveal and steal the ‘spirit’ of the one looking at it.
Later, purposefully polished stone like the polished obsidian mirror found in
Anatolia, dating back 6000BC, or shaped pieces of burnished metal like the
copper mirror found in Mesopotamia, dating back to 4000BC, became
instruments which allowed the purposeful search for man’s reflection. And the
advances of glass, backed by silver mercury, which was developed around
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500AD, and the silver nitrate backing developed by Justus von Liebig in 1835
offered a realistic, accurate reflection of one’s image.
But the earlier perception of a separate identity resident in the mirror
remained, with a belief that it was the Devil himself who had ‘invented’ mirrors
in order to capture souls. This trepidation is still apparent even today, in the
superstition that breaking a mirror brings ‘seven years of bad luck and
misfortune’, supposedly because your soul was in the mirror’s reflection. The
shattering of the mirror would shatter the soul, and the person would either die
shortly, or their soul would not be received into Heaven when they did pass on.
Tennyson’s beautiful, mysterious Lady of Shallot knows that the broken mirror
foretells her death:
“Out flew the web and floated wide;
The mirror cracked from side to side;
“The curse has come upon me,’ cried
The Lady of Shallot.
A Yorkshire variation says that if you break a mirror you will fall out with
your best friend.
There are many other superstitions attached to the breaking of a mirror. If
a mirror falls and breaks for no apparent reason, it foretells the death of a close
family member, whilst a mirror glass shattering whilst still hanging on the wall
foretells the death of a relative or close friend.
We can mitigate the negative effects of the broken image only by collecting
either seven pieces, or every single scrap and sliver of the mirror – your ‘soul’ –
and returning it to the Mother, either by burying it, or by throwing it into a fastmoving body of water. In America, the bad luck can be averted by taking out a
five-dollar note and making the sign of the cross. The five-dollar note is thought
to have inherited the good luck qualities previously associated with the gold
piece. The seven-year period relates to a Roman belief that the soul regenerates
every seven years.
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In many cultures, and certainly in London of the 1950’s, it was customary
to cover or turn all the mirrors in a house when someone was terminally sick, or
had died. It was believed that the ‘mirror entity’, on perceiving the sickly soul,
would attempt to gain the soul of the next healthy person to look into the mirror.
In the case of death, it was imperative to cover the mirrors in the death-room to
prevent the soul of the departed from carrying off the soul of another person, or
that another person, on seeing their reflection, would be similarly afflicted and
die. And no-one would accept the gift of a mirror from the house of the
deceased.
Mirrors would also be turned or covered during thunder storms, in the
belief that the mirror would attract lightning.
It was considered unlucky for a bride to see herself before her marriage, in
a full-length mirror, in her wedding dress, even if she had made it herself. To
avert disaster, many bridal shops ask the girl to remove a shoe or glove.
However, if the happy couple should see themselves together on their wedding
day, then a long and happy marriage was forecast. They were to be warned,
though, not to hand a mirror where they could see their reflections whilst in bed,
as it would introduce a ‘third party’ into the marriage!
In Europe, it is considered unlucky to see yourself reflected in a mirror by
candle-light – (as a kid, did you ever put a torch under your chin and look in a mirror –
quite a frightening sight!!). No child should be allowed to look in the mirror, some
say, until he has been christened, for the devil can steal the soul of an unbaptized child. Others believe not until the child is a year old, or he will develop
a stutter, or not live until a ripe old age. Actors believe it is unlucky to see
themselves over another actor’s shoulder, and many refuse to share a mirror.
Many cultures have acknowledged the presence of the ‘entity’ residing in a
mirror, and this is reflected in their folk-lore. Probably one of the best known is
in the story of ‘Snow White’, in which the Wicked Queen asks the mirror
presence who is the most beautiful in the land, and is incensed to be told that it is
Snow White, not her!
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In the Greek legend of Narcissus, a
beautiful boy becomes so enamoured of his own
reflection in a pool, and so despondent at its lack
of response to his sweet overtures of love, that
he jumped into the pool in order to embrace his
beloved, and drowned!
Oscar Wilde’s ‘Dorian Gray’ had the equivalent of a mirror-entity in a
picture which he kept in his attic. The excesses and debaucheries of his life were
reflected in the appearance of his mirror-entity, whilst he himself remained
young, handsome and unblemished. Bram Stoker’s ‘Dracula’ was ‘undead’ – he
had no soul, and therefore no reflection!
Harry Potter’s Mirror of Erised (the mirror image of ‘desire’) reflected back to
him those mirror-entities he most wanted to see – his dead parents.
Our astronomers have revealed that the soft, silvery light of the Moon,
reflecting off the waters of the well, the stream, the lake, the river and the sea, or
glittering on the crystals of the Earth and all shiny surfaces, and radiating behind
the clouds, is but the reflection of the Sun’s illumination, polarised by the surface
of the Moon.
The Moon’s eerie, negative light has been associated with mirrors and
reflections. Rock crystal and all stones aligned to the Moon – neptunite,
moonstone, selenite, oligiocrase, pearl, labradorite, etc., and silver, the metal of
the Moon, are among the best materials for making magical mirrors for
divination, or ‘scrying’.
The art of scrying is called ‘cataptromancy’ or
‘enoptromancy’. Some scryers see distinct images, either
realistic or symbolic, which can be interpreted to offer
future knowledge or to answer questions. Others see
patterns which can be interpreted. For instance, the
appearance of white clouds in the mirror are favourable
signs; lavender, lilac or violet clouds foretell joy; red
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clouds show forthcoming danger; yellow indicates playfulness and energy;
purple indicates matters of the mind, study, and spiritual matters; green can
indicate growth or maturation and blue foretells peace, tranquillity, solitude,
and relaxation.
The direction of movement of the patterns are also important – upwards
would indicate an affirmative answer to a question, downwards a negative
response. Movement to the right would indicate that the spirits are taking an
interest in the matter in hand. If the clouds appear to be circling, this indicates
uncertainty – perhaps a more specific question is required, or perhaps the
question cannot be answered at this particular time.
To scry into a mirror, place it onto a dark cloth, in a candle-lit room. Many
purist insist that a black or dark blue mirror is essential, and that the ritual must
only be done during the waxing Moon – but sometimes needs must, and speedy
results are imperative – a mirror or reflective surface, a plain, dark background,
and a dim room are the only ‘essentials’. Consecrate the mirror to your purpose.
Create consecration oil by adding lunar or divinatory herbs to warmed olive oil –
chamomile, rosemary, camphor, ground ivy, etc. Place under the influence of
Full Moon beams for three nights (remove from sunlight each day-time) strain and
bottle. A smear of the oil on the mirror-glass will create a hazy surface which
makes scrying a little easier.
Greek mythology tells of the Gods and Goddesses scrying in water to see
both the fates of the humans they were
concerned with, and their own fates.
Dr. John Dee, (Left) the astronomer
and magician who acted as adviser to
Elizabeth the First, used a magic mirror
which he described as a concave disc of
black glass. His assistant Edward Kelly
(Right), an alchemist, used a Mexican
Obsidian orb set into a special holder
inscribed with magical symbols for crystal visions and to contact the spirits.
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The Moon’s reflection in a mirror can be used for healing. In a silver or
silver-coloured basin, put some spring water and place in such a way that the
Full Moon is reflected in the water. Look into the surface of the water so that
your face is superimposed over the reflection of the Moon, and request healing
and an increase in health. Leave the basin exposed to the moon-light. Early next
morning, before the Moon sets, collect the basin of water and drink it, repeating
your request for the healing of the Moon. To diminish a condition, be it a
spiritual or physical condition, use the power of the Waning Moon, or the Dark
o’ the Moon, in a similar way, to accentuate the symbolism of diminishing
difficulty. Add appropriate edible herbs to the waters for additional effect lavender, sage, garlic, fennel, rosemary, mint, vervain, Melissa (Lemon Balm), etc.
Strain before drinking.
Moon mirrors can be used to foretell your love-life. Preferably at Yule-tide,
take a mirror, a silk handkerchief and a rug to the nearest pond or lake. Sit with
your back to the Moon, and angle your mirror until you can see both the actual
Moon and its reflection. Place the silk handkerchief over your face, look again at
the mirror and see how many Moons appear in your distorted vision. If still only
two, then it could be a year before a serious relationship occurs – however, if you
see several, each image represents a month until the boy/girl of your dreams
materialises! This method can also be used for questions where a time-frame is
required. To see her future husband a girl should sit in front of a mirror in a
dimly lit room, eating an apple. An image of her beloved will appear as a
shadowy figure behind her (at least, she hopes that it is her beloved!!)
Some Native Mexican tribes regarded the mirror as the face of the Gods.
Looking into the mirror allowed the Gods to see into the heart of the shaman –
who would know what was needed to know. One of their folk-tales tells of a
shaman, given a book which is said to contain all the knowledge there is – only
to discover that it had but one page – a mirror!
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The God Tezcatlipoca had a magic obsidian mirror in
which he could see everything happening in the world all at the
same time. Tezcatlipoca translates as “shining mirror”.
The mirror can act as a protection, too. Turned away
from your body (worn as a pendant or brooch, or a small handmirror) will reflect away any negative energy or the ‘evil eye’.
Although conversely, (as is the way of all magic!) in the Orient it
will act as a portal, or doorway, to allow a spirit to enter. In old
rural France, mirrors were used to ward off or chase away sudden storms and
hail-storms in the belief that as reflection reverses an image, a reflection of an
unwanted weather pattern would create its reverse – good weather.
My own favourite mirror saying comes from James Goldman’s play “The
Lion in Winter”, when Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine is musing on her fast-fading
beauty. She confesses that she rarely looks into the mirror, because “….the
mirror is no diplomat!” Oh, how very true!!
Bethany 2012

Riddles

Interesting facts from the net!
A pig’s orgasm can last
30minutes!!

What is round as a dishpan, deep as a tub,
and still the ocean can’t fill it up

Humans and dolphins are the
only species that have sex for
pleasure! (Somebody forgot to
ask the pig)

What goes round and round the wood but
never into the wood?

Some Lions mate up to 50
times a day! (I still want to be a
pig; quality not quantity)

There are four brothers in this world that
were all born together. The first runs day and
night and never wearies. The second eats and
is never full. The third drinks yet is always
thirsty. The forth sings a song that is never
good, what/who am I?
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The Bowels Of Winter
From Snowdrops to the May, to wheat and barned hay
Earth Mother I did love you, and loved you more each day
When the grass was lush and greening,
While the birds were always singing
And young lover’s bells were ringing,
As you hurried to the height of summer.
From Imbolc to Beltaine, to Lughnasadh and Samhain
Earth Mother I did see you, and I see you once again
Pushing long warm days before you,
Leaving cold long nights behind you,
Earth Mother I should despise you,
As you trundle towards the bowels of winter.
From joy to days of laughter, to love forever after
Earth Mother I was with you, now I want to leave you,
For your wheels have started grinding,
Frost, snow and ice you’re finding,
Earth Mother why are you winding
Your way into the bowels of winter.
From grinding wheels to braking, to a long time taking
Earth Mother I am weeping, in my bones cold is seeping
While you stop here at Yule
But you’re going to refuel?
Earth Mother you are a jewel!
You still sparkle in the bowels of winter.
O’er seas my eyes are straining, darkness it is waning
Is that Bel I see appearing, with his golden crown searing
Earth Mother I so implore you!
Make haste to what’s before you
Earth Mother I so adore you!
You have trundled through the bowels of winter
From Holly King prevailing, to Oak King reigning
Earth Mother as you’ve travelled, these mysteries you’ve
unraveled
Your wheels will keep on turning,
Belanus will keep on burning
And man will keep on learning,
If he trundles, through the bowels of winter.
Gearóid Ó’ Domhnailláin December 2011
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IRON WINTER
Bare tree,
Lead sea,
Winters coming frosty
white.
Crack tree,
Freeze Sea,
Winters grip descends with
might.
Black cloud,
Thunder loud,
Lighting stabbing in the
night
Winters sun,
Rains done,
Now the snow comes soft
and white.
Harsh beauty,
Iron duty,
Frosty trees what a sight.
Black night,
Stark sight,
Trees stand black against
the light.
Cold bright,
Frosty night,
Moonlit shadows across
the night.
By the fire,
I’ll retire,
Warm, snug and tucked up
tight.
By JW

Your Pagan Crossword
1
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8

11
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9

10

12

13

14

15

16
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19
20
21
22

23
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Across

Down
1. variety of witchcraft popularised by
Gerald Gardner
3. Finnish God of thunder
5. thesis of Margaret Murray
7. Eldest yet youngest child
8. ten isosceles triangles
10. Abrahamic holy book
12. Æsir faith
15. Those who came before
16. Buddha's Birthday
19. The destroyer
24. Daughter of the giantess Angrboda

2. Ár nDraíocht ____
4. Two faces are better than one
6. Not a butter knife
9. God of scholars and eloquence with His own
alphabet
11. A time of thin boundaries and coming darkness
13. faith of the "black land"
14. Sayings of the high one
17. God of the mid-day sun
18. from the countryside
20. Celebrated on February 15th in honour of Pan
21. A midwinter feast holiday
22. a collection of such aphorisms in the form of a
manual
23. Thursday comes from His name

(Why not print the crossword pages off!)
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Month

2008 Moon Phases (Jan – Mar) Based on London from
http//pagancalendar.co.uk
Last Quarter
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon

January
February
March
Dec

11th

Tuesday

Dec

13th

Thursday

5th
3rd
4th

11th
10th
11th

18th
17st
19st

27th
25th
27th

Calendar of events for your Diary
Rainbow Orb Chant:
Welcome Hall Starts 7:30pm

Dec 20th Thursday

IPC Moot Lupanar, a musical
travesty
Yule (Winter Solstice)

Dec 23rd Sunday
Dec 24th Monday

End of Elder Celtic Tree Cal
Start of Birch Celtic Tree Cal

Dec 31st Monday
Jan 1st Tuesday 2012
Jan 3rd Monday

New Years Eve
New Years Day
Story Tellers Night

Jan 5th Saturday

Twelfth Night

Jan 8th Tuesday

Rainbow Orb Chant:

Welcome Hall Starts 7:30pm

Jan 8th Tuesday

Ghost Walk

See Gippeswyck Gathering website

IPC Moot??

The Margaret Catchpole 8pm TBC

Jan

9th

Wednesday

Odd fellows Hall

The Margaret Catchpole 8pm TBC

Jan 20th
Jan 21st

End of Birch Celtic Tree Cal
Start of Rowan Celtic Tree Cal

Jan 23rd Wednesday

Moon Owl Moot

Brook Hotel Felixstowe 7:30pm

Jan 25th Friday

Weaving the Web

Welcome Hall Starts 7:30pm

Jan 28th Monday

Gippeswyck Gathering

The Dove 8pm

Feb 2nd Saturday

Imbolc

Feb

4th

Monday

Feb 12th Tuesday
Feb

13th

Story Tellers Night

The Margaret Catchpole 8pm TBC

Rainbow Orb Chant

Welcome Hall Starts 7:30pm

Gerald Brosseau Gardner Death

Feb 13th Wednesday

IPC Moot ??

Feb 17th
Feb 18th

End of Rowan Celtic Tree Cal
Start of Ash Celtic Tree Cal

Feb 22nd Friday

Weaving the Web

Welcome Hall Starts 7:30pm

Feb 25th Monday

Gippeswyck Gathering

The Dove 8pm

Moon Owl Moot

Brook Hotel Felixstowe 7:30pm

Feb

27th

Wednesday

The Margaret Catchpole 8pm TBC

(Why not print the crossword pages off!)
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A Slightly Easier Crossword
1

2

3

4

6

4

6

7

5

5

7
8

8

9

10

11

11

12

9

10

13

14
12

15

13

16

14

17

18

Across
1. An apprentice or learner witch?
3. Winning King at Yule:?
4. You could wear one at rituals?
5. Fly up like an Eagle?
6. This tree is used for decoration at Yule?
7. This tree is found in and round church yards?
8. Hunted this bird on St Stephens Eve?
9. A group of Witches?
10. The opposite of bad?
11. A magically orientated seal or sign?
12. Watery sprite or spirit?
13. You sing this?
14. Summer Goddess?
15. A foretelling day dream?
16. The guardians of earth, air, fire and water?
17. The white handled knife?
18. A fairy by another name perhaps?

Down 1. The direction for Earth? 2. A mock equine in folk tradition? 3. Wise bird? 4. You do this under
Mistletoe? 5. You can wear this round your neck? 6. You do this to your magical tools and crystals? 7. A class of
druid? 8. You take part in one of these at a Sabbat? 9. Going round clockwise? 10. The direction of Air? 11.
Element of west? 12. When you have eaten you have had this? 13. Land surrounded by water? 14. You need this
to keep breathing? Answers in the next issue or send a SAE to the editor if you can’t wait?
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There are 17 names of trees and plants hidden in this square, can you find them. Answers in the next issue or
send a SAE to the editor if you can’t wait.
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Path Working – A Guide to Walking with the Spirits
By Adam Garland
Everyone, whether Pagan or not, at some point in their
lives will need to relax, will have times of uncertainty, or times
when important questions need difficult answers. As a Pagan it
is common for Path Working to be used to help settle the mind
or find the answers.
Each and every one of us has the capacity to withdraw
into our own worlds deep within our own minds or
imaginations in order to commune with the Spirits. However some find it
difficult to achieve the right state of mind to explore this Spirit world, even some
people who know their own totem animals, their own spirit landscape, and who
can normally find their way will, at times, need assistance in order to relax into
their own private place.
However, in my experience, those who would be a guide for someone
often fall into the trap of ‘leading’ rather than ‘assisting’.
Helping someone on their journey into the Spirit world can be fraught with
difficulties which will erode the necessary scene of calm and relaxation, and may
hinder them in finding the answers they were looking for. Some of this may be
teaching Grandma to suck eggs but the following is by way of an aide memoire.
Firstly, it is always best for the client to be comfortable; let them choose the
seat in which they want to undertake their journey, and find out before starting if
they want some form of accompaniment to the journey; music, woodland
sounds, ocean sounds, incense, a drink or so forth.
Ask them if they need a comfort break before hand, lights on or off,
animals in or out of the room, do they prefer eyes shut or open. You are trying to
help them relax and enjoy their journey so it has to be right for them. Find out if
they have specific totem animals or a set deity with who they feel comfortable;
you can add these into the path working as you go along.
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Secondly you have to make sure that in your words you give over the
impression of relaxation and calm. In general a lower tone of voice, quietly
spoken words, and decent pauses allow the listener’s brain to relax into the
subject of those words.
With the environment conducive to the journey, it is now time to
commence the trip. Ask the client to “close
their eyes and imagine themselves in a
comfortable place”. It is better at this point
not to mention specific things as you may
not know the person on the journey.
Telling them to picture themselves at a
specific location may be problematical if it
is that location which is causing the
problem! I have known people who have
felt trapped in bad relationships so starting by telling the person to picture
themselves at home may not help them relax. Remember, you generally won’t
know the question being asked by the client.
As you assist them on their journey you can start to introduce specific
places, their totem animals, or deities, times of day and so forth. However, try
not to be too complex; For example “...you step through a gate into a tropical
forest with Banyan Trees and Lianas....” would be over the top and the client
may not know what a Banyan tree looks like so asking them to picture one is
pointless.
However, “...you step through a gate and into a lush forest...” gives the
client plenty of scope to picture their own trees and undergrowth.
It is always worth putting in moments where the client has time to view
their pictured surroundings. Ask them to imagine the colours, scents, textures,
and materials of where they are. For example, doors are always overlooked, yet
if the client’s question is about new opportunities, or starting a new project,
setting out on a new career then the symbolism of the door is very apt. Asking
the client to concentrate on the door for a while; what is it made of, what is the
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texture of the material, is it warm or cold, what colour is it, does it have signs or
words marked on it, and so forth may be very apt, and, indeed, may give them
some answers to their questions.
It is also best not to ‘tell’ them things; “...you are looking at a door...it is a
wooden door...”, or perhaps; “...you enter a garden... Pansies are all around
you...”
Too late! As soon as you mention ‘door’ or
‘garden’ a picture forms in the client’s mind. The
addition of ‘wooden’ or ‘pansy’ could confuse things
as the picture placed in the client’s mind is already
fully formed. If they see a UPVC door or the garden
doesn’t contain pansies they have to re-jig their
mental picture to include the named items.
I remember a while ago being ‘led’ on a journey
where the guide told us to picture two trees, one to the left and one to the right
of a gateway. I did this and in my head they were both Silver Birch. He then told
us they were an Oak and an Ash! This breaks the concentration and spoils the
ambience for the client.
If, on occasions, you need to include specific materials, be pre-emptive;
“...you step up to a wooden door...”; “...you enter a Sunflower filled garden...”.
Whilst you generally won’t need to do this there may be times when it is
important because it leads into something else. For example using flowers could
lead into the flower maiden, Blodeuwedd, entering the journey. She was made
out of the flowers from the Oak, Broom and Meadowsweet by Math and
Gwydion so introducing these flowers early on would assist.
The journey should be a peaceful one as well. I recall a journey recently
where the guide asked us to image being Hares which then ended up fighting.
Hardly very relaxing, and left me feeling quite upset. The mind works, and can
think best when it isn’t stressed. Keeping everything in the journey gentle and
calm is always a must.
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In this regard the guide can use pauses in the narrative to great effect;
“...you step onto the moonlit beach...(pause)...listen to the waves....(pause)...smell
the salty air...(pause)...” This gives the client plenty of time to get into the vision
and hear the sounds, or smell the scents.
A useful trick is to watch the clients breathing
rate and time your words so that they coincide. For
example, they can then be breathing in when asked
to smell something, or out to extinguish a candle; the
subconscious does the rest.
To finish, bring the client back to the ‘comfortable room’ in which they
started, ask them to sit back down and before opening their eyes take a number
of long slow breaths. This ‘grounds’ them again before they come out of the
journey.
If undertaken properly as guide, not leader, the client’s journey should
have been a calm and relaxing experience for them and hopefully they should
have some answers or a little peace of mind.
Happy wandering, Adam )O(

Spirit of the Fire
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